THE PERFECT PLAYOFF PLAN 16
STRENGTH OF SCHEDULE PROBLEM
The College Football Playoff (former BCS) instituted a 13 member committee in 2012
that will use secretive and subjectively based nebulous factors such as a Strength Of
Schedule (SOS) calculation to make their ranking of the top 25 NCAA FBS teams and
then select their year end 4 team Playoff.
The Perfect Playoff Plan relies instead on the S.A.F.E. Philosophy to insure that the best
16 teams are selected for the National Championship Playoff Series based solely on wins
applying the principles of FAIR treatment of every School while placing them in EQUAL
Conferences using the principle of Equal status, size and total strength of programs.
This eliminates the Strength of Schedule as a factor in calculating the best teams
instead using only wins as the basis for selecting the 10 Conference Champions and the 6
second place teams for the 16 team National Championship Playoff.
Currently the NCAA allows teams from the FBS to count Patsy Games with teams from
the FCS toward the required 6 wins for Bowl Eligibility and Playoff invitations. Likewise
the NCAA has set up the so called Group of Five Conference teams (former Mid-Majors)
as Cupcakes to continue to balloon the Power 5 Conference team's winning record.
Instead the Perfect Playoff Plan 16 eliminates both the Patsy and the Cupcake
designation while putting the 90 FBS teams with the most wins on an Equal footing in the
Regular Season quest to win a spot in the 16 team National Championship Playoff.
Every team will play the same number of games against only Major College Football
Division teams and play every one of their 8 fellow Conference members thus ending the
question which team should go to the Playoff for each Conference. While equally sharing
the Best, Next and Last teams from the 90 schools in the new Major College Football
Division among its 10 Conferences to end the need for a Strength of Schedule ranking.
Then the 16 teams winning their place in the National Championship Playoff will have to
win 4 games against the Best Teams thus ensuring that there will be an Undisputed
National Champion decided on the field of play.
Check out the Perfect Playoff Plan designed to make a Major College Football Division
that guarantees Fair treatment and Equal status for every team and every Conference.
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